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GLOBAL REGULARITY FOR EINSTEIN-KLEIN-GORDON SYSTEM
WITH Up1q ˆ R ISOMETRY GROUP, I
Haoyang Chen 1 and Yi Zhou 2
Abstract. This is the first of the two papers devoted to the study of global regularity
of the 3+1 dimensional Einstein-Klein-Gordon system with a Up1qˆR isometry group.
In this first part, we reduce the Cauchy problem of the Einstein-Klein-Gordon system
to a 2+1 dimensional system. Then, we will give energy estimates and construct the
null coordinate system, under which we finally show that the first possible singularity
can only occur at the axis.
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1. Introduction
1.1. Introduction and previous results. Let pp4qM,p4q gq be a 3+1 dimensional glob-
ally hyperbolic Lorentzian manifold which satisfies the following Einstein-scalar field
equations:
(1.1)
#
p4qGµν “
p4q Tµν “ BµφBνφ´
1
2
p4qgµνB
λφBλφ´
p4qgµνV pφq
lp4qgφ “ V
1pφq
where p4qg is the Lorentzian metric, p4qGµν is the Einstein tensor of
p4qg, p4qTµν is the
stress-energy tensor given as above, φ is the scalar field, and we take the potential V pφq “
1
2
m2φ2.
Then, the equation that the scalar field satisfies is a Klein-Gordon equation, which
makes the system an Einstein-Klein-Gordon system. The Einstein-Klein-Gordon system
(1.1) is equivalent to the following equations,
(1.2)
#
p4qRµν “
p4q ρµν fi BµφBνφ`
p4qgµν
1
2
m2φ2
lp4qgφ “ m
2φ
where p4qRµν is the Ricci curvature tensor.
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2 THE EINSTEIN-KLEIN-GORDON SYSTEM
One fundamental open problem in the field of general relativity is the cosmic censorship
conjectures by Penrose. Roughly speaking, the weak cosmic censorship may be formu-
lated as follows: For generic asymptotically flat Cauchy data, of the vacuum equations
or suitable Einstein-matter systems, the maximal development possesses a complete fu-
ture null infinity. While the strong cosmic censorship states that the maximal Cauchy
development is inextendible for generic initial data. This question is partially related to
the study of the formation of event horizons. Although still open in general, there is a
series of results in spherical symmetric case by Christodoulou for the Einstein equations
coupled with a massless scalar field. On the other hand, of our interest, it is related to
the global well-posedness of the Cauchy problem in large.
We aim to show the global regularity of the above 3+1 dimensional Einstein-Klein-
Gordon systems with a Up1q ˆ R isometry group, while in this paper we will firstly give
several results in preparation for the subsequent study on the global well-posedness.
Our study is motivated by research on the vacuum Einstein equations with spacelike
Killing vector fields which is related to the study of wave map systems. We first review
some related results on the vacuum case and the wave map systems.
For the 3+1 dimensional vacuum Einstein equations with one spacelike Killing field,
as we can see in [6] and [20], the Einstein equations can be reduced to a 2+1 dimen-
sional Einstein-wave map system on a 2+1 dimensional Lorentzian manifold where the
target manifold is the hyperbolic space H2. Yet the global existence problem of the
Einstein-wave map system is still open. As a first step towards this global existence con-
jecture, Andersson, Gudapati and Szeftel proved that the global regularity holds for the
equivariant case in [2], by reference to some pioneering work on equivariant wave maps.
Shatah and Tahvildar-Zadeh have proved the global regularity for 2+1 dimensional
equivariant wave maps with the target geodesically convex in [24]. This condition was
later relaxed by Grillakis to include a certain class of nonconvex targets, see [11]. Their
proof of regularity was also simplified later by Shatah and Struwe in [23]. They gave
several more results on equivariant wave maps in the areas of existence and uniqueness,
regularity, asymptotic behavior, development of singularities, and weak solutions, see
[25]. Further, as an improvement of these above results, for target manifolds that do not
admit nonconstant harmonic spheres, global existence of smooth solutions to the Cauchy
problem for corotational wave maps with smooth equivariant data was shown by Struwe
in [26].
Then, for the 3+1 dimensional vacuum Einstein equations with G2 symmetry, it was
shown in [3] that the system reduce to a spherically symmetric wave map u : R2`1 Ñ
H
2, where R1`2 is the 2+1 dimensional Minkowski spacetimes and the target H2 is the
hyperbolic space. Thus the global regularity can be proved by the work of Christodoulou
and Tahvildar-Zadeh [8] on 2+1 dimensional spherically symmetric wave maps. In [8],
the range of the wave map u should be contained in a convex part of the target N . This
restriction was later shown unnecessary by Struwe in [28] as the target is the standard
sphere. Further, Struwe give a more general result in [27], where the target is any smooth,
compact Riemannian manifold without boundary. We refer to [10] for more results and
references of wave maps.
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1.2. The 3+1 dimensional spacetime with Up1q ˆ R isometry group. In this
paper, we work on the Lorentzian manifold p4qM “ RˆR2ˆR with a Lorentzian metric
p4qg on it, and we consider the polarized case where the Killing fields of pp4qM,p4q gq are
hypersurface orthogonal. Then, with the existence of the translational Killing vector, the
metric can be written in the following form,
p4qg “ e´2γp3qg ` e2γpdx3q
2
where Bx3 is the translational spacelike Killing vector field.
As we mentioned before in [6] and [20], the 3+1 dimensional vacuum Einstein equations
with spacelike Killing field reduce to a 2+1 dimensional Einstein-wave map system with
the target manifold H2. We will give a similar reduction to a 2+1 dimensional Einstein-
wave-Klein-Gordon system in section 2, where γ in p4qg satisfies a wave equation and the
scalar field φ satisfies a Klein-Gordon equation.
In the vacuum case with G2 symmetry, the wave maps equations reduced from the
Einstein equations is a semilinear wave equations, for instance, special solutions of this
case are the Einstein-Rosen waves, see [15] and references therein. While the major
difficulty in our problem is that the wave equations are coupled with Einstein equations,
which make the system quasilinear. However, we develop a new way to solve this problem
in 2+1 dimension with symmetry.
Particularly, if the scalar field is massless, we can remove the condition that the Killing
vector field Bx3 is hypersurface orthogonal, and the metric will take the general form
p4qg “ e´2γp3qg ` e2γpdx3 `Aαdx
αq
2
.
We will mention in section 2 that the system reduce to a wave map equations coupled
with a linear wave equation on the Minkowski spacetimes, of which the problem left is
to study the wave map system, same as in the vacuum case.
Now we assume that the reduced spacetime pp3qM,p3q gq is a globally hyperbolic 2+1
dimensional spacetime with Cauchy surface diffeomorphic to R2, on which the reduced
Einstein-wave-Klein-Gordon system is radially symmetric. And we assume that the Up1q
action on M is generated by a hypersurface orthogonal Killing field Bθ. In particular, we
write the metric p3qg in the following form in this paper
p3qg “ ´e2αpt,rqdt2 ` e2βpt,rqdr2 ` r2dθ2(1.3)
fi gˇ ` r2dθ2
where gˇ is a metric on the orbit space Q “ M{S1 and r is the radius function, defined
such that 2pirppq is the length of the S1 orbit through p.
1.3. The Cauchy data. As we mentioned before, to study the Cauchy problem of the
3+1 dimensional Einstein-Klein-Gordon system, we can equivalently consider the Cauchy
problem of the reduced 2+1 dimensional Einstein-wave-Klein-Gordon system.
Now we introduce the definition of the Cauchy data set for the 2+1 dimensional
Einstein-wave-Klein-Gordon systems with Up1q isometry group as follows,
Definition 1.1 (Cauchy data set for the 2+1 dimensional Einstein-wave-Klein-Gordon
system with Up1q isometry group). A Cauchy data set for the 2+1 dimensional Einstein-
wave-Klein-Gordon system with a Up1q isometry group is a 7-tuple pM0, g0,K, γ0, γ1, φ0, φ1q
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consisting of a Remannian 2-manifold pM0, g0q with a spacelike rotational Killing vector
field and a 2-tensor K which is the second fundamental form and symmetric under the
same action, γ0, γ1 are initial data for the wave equation that γ satisfies, φ0, φ1 are initial
data for the Klein-Gordon equation that the scalar field satisfies. g0,K are functions of
r only and the following constraints equations hold:
(1.4) R0 ´KαβK
αβ ` ptrKq2 “ 2p3qTαβn
αnβ
(1.5) DβKαβ ´DαK
β
β “
p3qTαµn
µ
where nαpt, rq is the future directed unit normal, R0 is the scalar curvature on M0,Dα is
the intrinsic covariant derivative on M0, and
p3qTαβ is the stress-energy tensor for the
reduced system.
For a smooth solution of the 2+1 dimensional Einstein-wave-Klein-Gordon system with
Up1q symmetry, it must hold that αpt, rq, βpt, rq are even functions of r. And we give
some normalisation of the metric functions αpt, rq and βpt, rq on the axis. It must hold
that βpt, 0q “ 0, in order to avoid a conical singularity at the axis Γ, which means that
the perimeter of a circle of radius r grows like 2picr at the axis, instead of 2pir in the
Euclidean metric. This condition can be realized by appropriately choosing the Cauchy
data such that βp0, 0q “ 0, see section 2. Further, αpt, 0q is determined only up to a
choice of time parametrization. We shall choose a time coordinate such that αpt, 0q “ 0.
Finding solutions to the constraint equations is a research area in itself. Note that
Cecile has proved the existence of such constraint equations in vacuum with translational
Killing vector field in [13][14], which is used in [15] to prove stability in exponential time
of the Minkowski spacetime in this setting. In our case, we will just briefly show that
such data exists, without going further into the study of the constraints.
We will construct an asymptotically flat3 Cauchy data set which satisfies the following
initial conditions
(1.6)
#
γtp0, rq “ γ1prq ě 0,
γp0, rq “ γ0prq ě 0, γrp0, rq “ γ
1
0prq ą ´
1
2
r´1.
Remark 1.2. The following initial condition in (1.6)
γrp0, rq “ γ
1
0prq ą ´
1
2
r´1
can be replaced by
γrp0, rq “ γ
1
0prq ą ´Cr
´1
with C an arbitrary positive constant. Here, we take C “ 1
2
just for simplicity.
For metrics of the form (1.3), it can be calculated that the second fundamental form
K of a Cauchy t-level takes the following form
K “ Krrdr
2,
where Krr “ e
´α`2ββt.
3We say the Cauchy data is ’asymptotically flat’ in the sense of Andersson[2] here and hereafter.
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For the reduced 2+1 dimensional Einstein-wave-Klein-Gordon system(see section 2),
the constraint equations (1.4)(1.5) take the following form in local coordinates,#
2e´2βr´1βr “ 2pe
´2αγt
2 ` e´2βγr
2 ` 1
2
e´2αφt
2 ` 1
2
e´2βφr
2 ` m
2
2
e´2γφ2q,
r´1e´αβt “ 2e
´αγtγr ` e
´αφtφr .
If we take βt “ 0 and γt “ 0, the constraint equations become#
2e´2βr´1βr “ 2pe
´2βγr
2 ` 1
2
e´2αφt
2 ` 1
2
e´2βφr
2 ` m
2
2
e´2γφ2q,
e´αφtφr “ 0.
Remark 1.3. Noting that βt “ 0 means that M0 is a totally geodesic submanifold. More-
over, what is more interesting, a direct calculation shows that the additional condition
γt “ 0 makes the corresponding Cauchy hypersurface of the 3+1 Einstein-Klein-Gordon
system a totally geodesic submanifold.
Noting that all quantities above are functions of r only. Thus, we can properly choose
the initial data sets for γ and φ which is compatible with (1.6) such that the second
equation holds. Here, we set φt “ 0. What left to be done is solving the first equation,
which is just an ordinary differential equation. Noting that it is equivalent to the following
equation
´Brpe
´2βq “ 2rpe´2βγr
2 `
1
2
e´2βφr
2 `
m2
2
e´2γφ2q
which is a first order linear differential equation of e´2β, and with the condition βp0, 0q “
0, the solution takes the form
βprq “
1
2
e
ş
r
0
p2ξγr
2`ξφr
2qdξ ´
1
2
ln p1´
ż r
0
ξm2e´2γφ2e
ş
ξ
0
p2ηγr
2`ηφr
2qdηdξq.
Thus, properly choose the initial data sets for γ and φ such that
(1.7)
ż r
0
ξm2e´2γφ2e
ş
ξ
0
p2ηγr
2`ηφr
2qdηdξ ă 1,
and
(1.8) φ “ Opr´
11
8 q, γ “ Opr´
11
8 q
as r Ñ 8. The first condition (1.7) guarantees that the initial energy is finite. The
second condition (1.8) on asymptotic behavior guarantees the asymptotic flatness, which
is to say that
β “ β8 ` β˜.
Here, β8 is a constant and pβ˜,Kq P H
s`1
δ ˆ H
s
δ`1 with H
s`1
δ and H
s
δ`1 the weighted
Sobolev space(see [2][13]) where we take δ “ ´ 1
2
and s ą 1. Thus, we finally give a
non-trivial solution of the constraint equations.
Remark 1.4. If we eliminate the condition γt “ 0, it is also easy to give a construction
in a similar way by properly choosing γt and φt which have the same asymptotic behavior
as above.
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1.4. The problem of global well-posedness. The proof by Choquet-Bruhat and Ge-
roch(see [4][5]) of existence and uniqueness of maximal solutions to the Cauchy problem
for the vacuum Einstein equations, together with the equivalence of the Cauchy data,
can be generalized to our case as follows, which guaranteed the local well-posedness.
Theorem 1.5. Let pM0, g0, k, γ0, γ1, φ0, φ1q be the Cauchy data set for the 2+1 dimen-
sional Einstein-wave-Klein-Gordon system with Up1q isometry group. Then there is a
unique, maximal Cauchy development pp3qM,p3q g, γ, φq satisfying the the 2+1 dimensional
Einstein-wave-Klein-Gordon system.
Our goal is to prove the following theorem about the global regularity,
Theorem 1.6. Let pp3qM,p3q gq be the maximal Cauchy development of a regular Cauchy
data set aforementioned in section 1.3. Then there is a global in time smooth solution
for the Cauchy problem of the equations.
As preparation for the above theorem, in this paper we give several results that will
be useful in the proof of the global regularity. The paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2, we reduce the 3+1 dimensional Einstein-Klein-Gordon system with Up1q ˆ R
isometry group to a 2+1 dimensional Einstein-wave-Klein-Gordon system on pp3qM,p3q gq
with Up1q symmetry. In Section 3, using vector field methods, we give energy estimates
of the systems. In Section 4, we give a null coordinate system. In Section 5, we will show
that the first possible singularity must occur at the axis.
2. Reduction to the 2+1 dimensional Einstein-wave-Klein-Gordon system
Consider the Einstein equations (1.2), where the spacetime pp4qM,p4q gq admits a space-
like translational Killing vector field. The Einstein-Klein-Gordon system can be reduced
to a 2+1 dimensional Einstein-wave-Klein-Gordon system in a similar way as we know
in [12]. For demonstration purposes, let us go ahead and perform the reduction. Given
a spacelike hypersurface orthogonal Killing vector field, the metric can be written in the
following form:
p4qg “ e´2γp3qg ` e2γpdx3q
2
where Bx3 is the translational spacelike Killing vector field. In a similar way as in [4], the
3+1 dimensional Einstein-scalar field system (1.2) on pp4qM,p4q gq can be rewritten as
(2.1) p4qRαβ “ R˜αβ ´ ∇˜αBβγ ´ BαγBβγ “ BαφBβφ` g˜αβ
1
2
m2φ2
(2.2) p4qRα3 “ 0
(2.3) p4qR33 “ ´e
2γ
´
g˜αβBαγBβγ ` g˜
αβ∇˜αBβγ
¯
“ e2γ
m2
2
φ2.
where g˜ “ e´2γ p3qg and (2.2) is trivial in polarized case.
Then, we give the following formulas about the conformal transformations of Ricci
tensors and the wave operator,
(2.4)
b
| det p3qg| “ e3γ
a
| det g˜|
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(2.5) lp3qgu “
1a
| det p3qg|
Bβ
ˆb
| det p3qg|p3qgαβBαu
˙
“ e´2γ
`
lg˜u` g˜
αβBβγBαu
˘
(2.6) p3qRαβ “ R˜αβ ´ g˜αβ∇˜
σ∇˜σγ ´ ∇˜α∇˜βγ ` ∇˜αγ∇˜βγ ´ g˜αβ∇˜
σγ∇˜σγ
where α, β, σ “ 0, 1, 2.
Rewriting the equations (2.3) under the conformally transformation and it turns out
the equations take the form
(2.7) p3q∇σBσγ “ ´e
´2γm
2
2
φ2
which is a wave equation.
Equations (2.1) rewritten in a same way results in a 2+1 dimensional Einstein equations
p3qRαβ “ 2Bαγ ¨ Bβγ ` BαφBβφ` 2e
´2γp3qgαβV pφq fi
p3q ραβ
This is equivalent to
(2.8) p3qGαβ “
p3q Tαβ fi
p3q ραβ ´
1
2
trpp3qρqp3qgαβ .
where p3qTαβ is the stress-energy tensor. And the wave equation that the scalar field
satisfies can be rewritten as
(2.9) lp3qgφ “ e
´2γm2φ
When the metric takes the form (1.3), we give the computation of the Einstein tensor
p3qGαβ ,
p3qG00 “
1
r
e2α´2ββr,
p3qG01 “
1
r
βt,
p3qG11 “
1
r
αr,
p3qG22 “ r
2
`
e´2βαrr ´ e
´2αβtt ` e
´2βαrpαr ´ βrq ` e
´2αβtpαt ´ βtq
˘
,
p3qG02 “ 0,
p3qG12 “ 0.
and the stress-energy tensor p3qTαβ,
p3qT00 “ γt
2 ` e2α´2βγr
2 `
1
2
φt
2 `
1
2
e2α´2βφr
2 `
m2
2
e2α´2γφ2
“ e2αe,
p3qT01 “ 2γtγr ` φtφr “ e
pα`βqm,
p3qT11 “ e
2β´2αγt
2 ` γr
2 `
1
2
e2β´2αφt
2 `
1
2
φr
2 ´
m2
2
e2β´2γφ2,
p3qT22 “ r
2e´2αγt
2 ´ r2e´2βγr
2 `
r2
2
e´2αφt
2 ´
r2
2
e´2βφr
2 ´
m2
2
r2e´2γφ2,
p3qT02 “ 0,
p3qT12 “ 0.
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Thus, using the translational Killing vector field, we have reduced the 3+1 dimensional
Einstein-Klein-Gordon system (1.1) to a 2+1 dimensional Einstein-wave-Klein-Gordon
system (2.7)(2.8)(2.9).
Now we write the 2+1 dimensional radially symmetric Einstein-wave-Klein-Gordon
system in local coordinates,
(2.10) βr “ re
2β´2αγt
2 ` rγr
2 `
r
2
e2β´2αφt
2 `
r
2
φr
2 `
m2
2
re2β´2γφ2
(2.11) βt “ 2rγtγr ` rφtφr
(2.12) αr “ re
2β´2αγt
2 ` rγr
2 `
r
2
e2β´2αφt
2 `
r
2
φr
2 ´
m2
2
re2β´2γφ2
e´2βαrr ´ e
´2αβtt ` e
´2βαrpαr ´ βrq ` e
´2αβtpαt ´ βtq(2.13)
“ ´
m2
2
e´2γφ2 ` e´2αpγt
2 `
1
2
φt
2q ´ e´2βpγr
2 `
1
2
φr
2q
lp3qgγ “ ´e
´2αpγtt ` pβt ´ αtqγtq ` e
´2βpγrr `
γr
r
` pαr ´ βrqγrq(2.14)
“ ´
m2
2
e´2γφ2
lp3qgφ “ ´e
´2αpφtt ` pβt ´ αtqφtq ` e
´2βpφrr `
φr
r
` pαr ´ βrqφrq(2.15)
“ m2e´2γφ.
Therefore, as we mentioned in section 1, we can set βp0, 0q “ 0. Then, by (2.11), we have
βpt, 0q “ 0 on Γ.
In addition, we mention here that, if we consider the case that the scalar field is
massless, i.e. V “ 0, then we can remove the condition that the Killing vector field Bx3
is hypersurface orthogonal, and the metric will take the general form
p4qg “ e´2γp3qg ` e2γpdx3 `Aαdx
αq
2
.
Thus, the reduction in [12] yields a wave map equations coupled with a wave equation.
Noting that if V “ 0, then αr “ βr by the 2+1 dimensional Einstein equations, then
eα´β is independent of r. Let
T ptq “
ż t
0
eα´βpτqdτ.
Therefore, we get a coordinate pT, rq in which pQ, gˇq is conformally flat. For simplicity,
we still denote T by t. Thus, rewritting the Einstein-wave map-scalar field system in the
new coordinates, we can obtain a spherically symmetric wave map to the hyperbolic space
pH2, hq coupled with a linear wave equation on the Minkowski spacetimes pR1`2,mq.
Noting that regularity for the linear wave equation lmφ “ 0 that the scalar fields
satisfies is trivial , we only need to consider the spherically symmetric wave map on the
Minkowski spacetimes pR1`2,mq, which can be proved applying [8] in the system.
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3. Energy estimates
As a preliminary part of later work, we will give the energy estimates of the Einstein-
wave-Klein-Gordon system in this section. The energy estimates are performed in a
well-known way as in [1]. The notations here will follow what were given in [2]. For
simplicity, we denote pp3qM,p3q gq by pM, gq from now on.
Let us define the energy on the Cauchy surface Σt,
Eptq :“
ż
Σt
eµ¯q
“ 2pi
ż 8
0
ept, rqreβpt,rqdr,
the energy in a coordinate ball Br,
Ept, rq :“
ż
Br
eµ¯q
“ 2pi
ż r
0
ept, r1qr1eβpt,r
1qdr1,
the energy inside the causal past J´pOq of O,
EOptq :“
ż
ΣtXJ´pOq
eµ¯q
with O appears at the axis.
3.1. Energy conservation. We start by proving the energy is conserved.
Proposition 3.1. The energy Eptq is conserved,
d
dt
Eptq “ 0.
Proof. Consider two Cauchy surfaces Σs and Στ at t “ s and t “ τ respectively. First, let
us construct a divergence free vector field PT . Consider the Einstein’s equations (2.10)
and (2.11). They can be rewritten as follows
(3.1) ´ Brpe
´βq “ reβe
(3.2) ´ Btpe
´βq “ reαm
From the smoothness of β, we have
´B2rtpe
´βq “ ´B2trpe
´βq.
Together with (3.1)(3.2), we infer
(3.3) ´ Btpre
βeq ` Brpre
αmq “ 0.
Now we define a vector field
PT :“ ´e
´αeBt ` e
´βmBr.
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The divergence of PT is given by
∇νP
ν
T “
1a
|g|
Bν
´a
|g|P νT
¯
(3.4)
“
1
reβ`α
`
´Btpre
βeq ` Brpre
αmq
˘
.
By (3.3), we know that PT is divergence free. Next, let us apply Stokes’ theorem in
the space-time region whose boundary is Σs Y Στ . Due to the asymptotic flatness, the
boundary terms at r “ 8 do not contribute. Thus, we have
(3.5)
ż
Σs
eαP tT µ¯q ´
ż
Στ
eαP tT µ¯q “ 0.
Therefore, it follows that
(3.6) Epτq “ Epsq
which proves that the energy is conserved. 
With the conservation of the energy, we can prove that the metric functions βpt, rq and
αpt, rq are uniformly bounded during the evolution of the Einstein-wave-Klein-Gordon
system.
Proposition 3.2. There exists constants c´β , c
`
β , c
´
α , c
`
α depending only on the initial
data and the universal constants such that the following uniform bounds on the metric
functions βpt, rq and αpt, rq hold
c´β ď βpt, rq ď c
`
β ,
c´α ď αpt, rq ď c
`
α .
Proof. For simplicity of notation, we use a generic constant c for the estimates on βpt, rq
and αpt, rq. Integrating (3.1) with respect to r and noting the normalisation that β|Γ “ 0
as we mentioned before, we obtain
1´ e´β “
ż r
0
er1eβdr1 “
1
2pi
Ept, rq,
which implies
eβ “
ˆ
1´
1
2pi
Ept, rq
˙´1
.
Now we define
β8ptq “ lim
rÑ8
βpr, tq.
Then we have
eβ8ptq “
ˆ
1´
1
2pi
Eptq
˙´1
.
Since Ept, rq is a nondecreasing function of r, then so is βpt, rq, therefore,
1 “ eβpt,0q ď eβpt,rq ď eβ8ptq.
Moreover, since the energy is conserved Eptq “ Ep0q, β8ptq is also conserved during the
evolution of the Einstein-wave-Klein-Gordon system,
β8ptq “ β8p0q.
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Thus,
0 ď βpt, rq ď β8p0q.
Now we introduce
f :“ m2e´2γφ2
Thus the Einstein’s equation (2.12) for αr takes the form
αr “ re
2βpe´ fq.
Similarly, we integrate the above equation with respect to r and noting the normalisation
that α|Γ “ 0, we obtain
αpt, rq ď c
ż r
0
pe´ fqr1eβdr1
ď c
ż r
0
er1eβdr1
ď c
and
αpt, rq ě ´c
ż r
0
f
2
r1eβdr1
ě ´c
ż r
0
er1eβdr1
ě ´c.
This finishes the proof of the proposition. 
3.2. The Vector field Method. Let X be a vector field on M . Set the corresponding
momentum PX as follows
(3.7) PµX “ T
µ
ν X
ν,
then, we have
(3.8) ∇νP
ν
X “ X
µ
∇νT
ν
µ ` T
ν
µ∇νX
µ.
Since the stress-energy tensor Tµν satisfies
∇
µTµν “ 0,
the first term in the right hand side vanishes, hence
∇νP
ν
X “ T
µν
∇µXν
“
1
2
pXqpiµνT
µν,
where the deformation tensor pXqpiµν is defined by
pXqpiµν :“ ∇µXν `∇νXµ
“ gσνBµX
σ ` gσµBνX
σ `XσBσgµν .
For instance, consider T “ e´αBt, the corresponding momentum PT is
(3.9) PT “ ´e
´αeBt ` e
´βmBr.
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Then, we have the non-zero components of the deformation tensor are
pT qpi01 “ e
ααr “
pT q pi10,
pT qpi11 “ 2e
2β´αβt.
Thus, using the Einstein equations (2.11)(2.12), we have that the divergence of PT is,
∇νP
ν
T “ e
´αβtpe´ fq ´ e
´βαrm
“ 0.
This is compatible with (3.3)(3.4).
Now let J´pOq be the causal past of the pointO on the axis and I´pOq the chronological
past of O. Compared to the flat case, we give the following definitions
ΣOt :“ Σt X J
´pOq,
Kptq :“ Y0ďtďt1ătOΣt1 X J
´pOq,
Cptq :“ Y0ďtďt1ătOΣt1 X
`
J´pOqzI´pOq
˘
,
Kpt, sq :“ Y0ďtďt1ăsΣt1 X J
´pOq,
Cpt, sq :“ Y0ďtďt1ăsΣt1 X
`
J´pOqzI´pOq
˘
for 0 ď t ă s ă tO.
Then, the volume 3-form of pM, gq is given by
µ¯g “ re
β`αdt^ dr ^ dθ
and the area 2-form of pΣ, qq is given by
µ¯q “ re
βdr ^ dθ.
Let us define 1-forms l˜, n˜ and m˜ as follows
l˜ :“ ´eαdt` eβdr,
n˜ :“ ´eαdt´ eβdr,
m˜ :“ rdθ,
therefore,
µ¯g “
1
2
´
l˜ ^ n˜^ m˜
¯
.
Then we introduce the 2-forms µ¯l˜ and µ¯n˜ such that
µ¯l˜ :“ ´
1
2
n˜^ m˜,
µ¯n˜ :“
1
2
l˜ ^ m˜,
so we have
µ¯g “ ´l˜ ^ µ¯l˜,
µ¯g “ ´n˜^ µ¯n˜.
Now, let us apply the Stokes’ theorem for the µ¯g-divergence of PX in the region Kpτ, sq.
We have
(3.10)
ż
Kpτ,sq
∇νP
ν
X µ¯g “
ż
ΣOs
eαP tX µ¯q ´
ż
ΣOτ
eαP tX µ¯q ` FluxpPXqpτ, sq
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where
FluxpPXqpτ, sq “ ´
ż
Cpτ,sq
n˜pPXqµ¯n˜.
3.3. Monotonicity of Energy.
Proposition 3.3. There holds EOpτq ě EOpsq for 0 ď τ ă s ă tO.
Proof. Applying Stokes’ theorem (3.10) to the vector field PT , we have
(3.11) 0 “ ´
ż
ΣOs
eµ¯q `
ż
ΣOτ
eµ¯q ` FluxpPT qpτ, sq
where
FluxpPT qpτ, sq “ ´
ż
Cpτ,sq
n˜pPT qµ¯n˜
“ ´
ż
Cpτ,sq
pe´mqµ¯n˜.
Noting that we have e ě |m|, we obtain
FluxpPT qpτ, sq ď 0
which implies
EOpτq ´ EOpsq ě 0, @0 ď τ ď s ă tO.
This concludes the proof of the proposition. 
4. Null coordinates
In this section, we introduce a null coordinate system, in which the wave equations
may be written in a classical form in the flat case. This coordinate system will be of
great importance in our work on global well-posedness. In the following part, we assume
that all objects are smooth, unless otherwise stated.
4.1. Existence of null coordinates. Let pQ, gˇq be the orbit space, where
Q “M{S1
and
gˇ “ ´e2αdt2 ` e2βdr2.
As discussed in Section 1, the orbit space pQ, gˇq is a 2-dimensional globally hyperbolic
Lorentzian space and thus in particular locally conformally flat. Hence, as noted in [22],
we may introduce a null coordinate system with respect to which gˇ takes the form
gˇ “ ´e2λpu, vqdudv
which means that the 3-dimensional manifold pM, gq admits a coordinate system pu, v, θq
such that g takes the form
g “ ´e2λpu, vqdudv ` r2pu, vqdθ2
where now dθ2 is the line element on the S1 symmetry orbit. Then we can define
T “
u` v
2
, R “
v ´ u
2
.
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A direct calculation gives the following equations that the null coordinates satisfy,
(4.1)
#
ut ` e
α´βur “ 0,
vt ´ e
α´βvr “ 0.
Obviously, such coordinate system exists locally. Now we impose the following initial
boundary conditions,
(4.2)
#
t “ 0 : u “ ´r, v “ r
r “ 0 : u “ v
We will show that the solution of the above initial-boundary problem (4.1)(4.2) give a
global null coordinate system in the next part, where a prior estimate for the Jacobian
is given.
4.2. L8 Estimate for the Jacobian. Based on the energy estimates in section 3,
we aim to derive uniform bounds for the Jacobian transformation between pt, r, θq and
pu, v, θq coordinates in this section, which can lead to a global null coordinate system.
In view of the definitions of the 1-forms l˜ and n˜ in section 3, their corresponding vector
fields are null, given by
l˜ “ e´αBt ` e
´βBr,
n˜ “ e´αBt ´ e
´βBr.
Lemma 4.1. There exists two scalar functions F and G such that
(4.3) Bv “
1
2
eF l˜, Bu “
1
2
eGn˜.
Moreover, F and G satisfy the following equations
(4.4) 2BvpGq “ e
Freβpe`m´ fq,
(4.5) 2BupFq “ ´e
Greβpe´m´ fq.
Proof. In view of (4.1) and (4.2), on the initial surface, there holdsˆ
Btu Bru
Btv Brv
˙
“
ˆ
eα´β ´1
eα´β 1
˙
which implies ˆ
But Bvt
Bur Bvr
˙
“
1
2
ˆ
eβ´α eβ´α
´1 1
˙
on t “ 0.
Thus, we have
Bvr “
1
2
, Bur “ ´
1
2
, l˜prq “ e´β , n˜prq “ ´e´β
on t “ 0.
Note the fact that Bu and Bv are null vectors, and Bu, Bv, l˜ and n˜ are all future directed.
Thus, we infer that there exists two scalar functions F and G such that
Bv “
1
2
eF l˜, Bu “
1
2
eGn˜,
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with the normalization on the initial Cauchy surface
F “ G “ β.
Now we derive the equations that F and G satisfy. We have
rl˜, n˜s “ 2e´pβ`αqp´αrBt ` βtBrq.
Then,
rBv, Bus “
epF`Gq
4
´
rl˜, n˜s ` l˜pGqn˜´ n˜pFql˜
¯
“
epF`Gq
2
e´pβ`αqp´αrBt ` βtBrq `
eG
2
BvpGqpe
´αBt ´ e
´βBrq
´
eF
2
BupFqpe
´αBt ` e
´βBrq.
Since rBv, Bus “ 0, F and G are such that
e´FBvpGq ´ e
´GBupFq “ re
βpe´ fq,
e´FBvpGq ` e
´GBupFq “ re
βm,
and hence
2BvpGq “ e
Freβpe`m´ fq,
2BupFq “ ´e
Greβpe´m´ fq.
This concludes the proof of the lemma. 
Now, with respect to the null coordinate system, let us revisit Stokes’ theorem for
µ¯g-divergence for PX in Kpτ, sq. We have
dv “ ´e´F n˜, du “ ´e´G l˜.
And the volume 3-form of pM, gq takes the form
µ¯g “
1
2
re2λdu^ dv ^ dθ.
Next, we introduce the 2-forms µ¯v and µ¯u as follows
µ¯g “ dv ^ µ¯v, µ¯g “ du^ µ¯u.
From the above two formulas, we infer
µ¯v “ ´
1
2
re2λpdu^ dθq, µ¯u “
1
2
re2λpdv ^ dθq.
Therefore,
FluxpPXqpτ, sq “
ż
Cpτ,sq
dvpPXqµ¯v,
for instance,
FluxpPT qpτ, sq “
ż
Cpτ,sq
dvpPT qµ¯v,
“ ´
ż
Cpτ,sq
e´F pe´mqµ¯v.
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Lemma 4.2. There exists constants c´
G
, c`
G
, c´
F
and c`
F
depending only on the initial data
and the universal constants such that the following uniform bounds hold
c´
G
ď G ď c`
G
c´
F
ď F ď c`
F
.
Proof. Integrating (4.5) with the fact that F “ G “ β on the initial Cauchy surface, we
obtain
2Fpu, vq ´ 2βp´v, vq “
ż u
´v
eGreβpe´m´ fqpu1, vqdu1.
Next, note that
´
e2λ
2
“ gpBu, Bvq “
eF`G
4
gpn˜, l˜q “ ´
eF`G
2
and we infer
(4.6) 2λ “ F ` G.
Thus, we have
2Fpu, vq ´ 2βp´v, vq “
ż u
´v
e´Freβpe´m´ fqe2λdu1.
Noting the fact that |e˘m´ f | ď e˘m and ´v ď u, using Proposition 3.2, we obtain
|Fpu, vq| À c`
ż u
´v
e´Fpe´mqre2λdu1.
Since du “ ´e´G l˜, we obtain
|Fpu, vq| À c`
ż u
´v
dvpPT qre
2λdu1.
After integration in θ, the right-hand sides are bounded by fluxes which in turn are
bounded by the energy, and hence
|F | ď c.
For G, if u ď 0, we can integrate (4.4) from the initial surface and get the uniform
bound in a similar way as we did for F .
If u ą 0, we need some normalisation on Γ to estimate G. Noting that we have u “ v,
which infers R “ r “ 0 and u “ v “ T . In view of (4.1) and (4.2), on Γ, there holdsˆ
Btu Bru
Btv Brv
˙
“
ˆ
Tt Tt
Tt ´Tt
˙
which implies ˆ
But Bvt
Bur Bvr
˙
“
1
2
ˆ
Tt
´1 Tt
´1
Tt
´1 ´Tt
´1
˙
on Γ.
Thus, we have
Bvr “ ´Bur, l˜prq “ 1, n˜prq “ ´1
on Γ. And by Lemma 4.1, we have
Bur “ ´e
G´β , Bvr “ e
F´β.
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Therefore, we obtain that on Γ there holds
G “ F .
Now we can integrate (4.4) from the axis,
2Gpu, vq ´ 2Gpu, uq “ 2Gpu, vq ´ 2Fpu, uq
“
ż v
u
eFreβpe`m ´ fqpu, v1qdv1
“
ż v
u
e´Greβpe`m´ fqe2λdv1
Noting the fact that |e˘m´ f | ď e˘m and u ď v, using Proposition 3.2, we deduce
|Gpu, vq| À c`
ż v
u
e´Gpe`mqre2λdv1,
Since dv “ ´e´F n˜, we obtain
|Gpu, vq| À c`
ż v
u
dupPT qre
2λdv1
ď c.
This finishes the proof of the lemma. 
Corollary 4.3. There exist constants c´λ and c
`
λ depending only on the initial energy
and the universal constants such that the following uniform bounds hold on the metric
function λ in null coordinates
(4.7) c´λ ď λ ď c
`
λ .
Proof. This follows immediately from (4.6) and Lemma 4.2. 
Now, by (4.3), we can write the Jacobian J of the transition functions between pt, r, θq
and pv, u, θq,
J :“
¨
˝Bvt But BθtBvr Bur Bθr
Bvθ Buθ Bθθ
˛
‚
“
1
2
¨
˝eF´α eG´α 0eF´β ´eG´β 0
0 0 2
˛
‚
then the inverse Jacobian J´1 is given by
J´1 “
¨
˝Btv Brv BθvBtu Bru Bθu
Btθ Brθ Bθθ
˛
‚
“
¨
˝e´F`α e´F`β 0e´G`α ´e´G`β 0
0 0 1
˛
‚
Therefore,
dv “ ep´F`αqdt` ep´F`βqdr, du “ ep´G`αqdt´ ep´G`βqdr.
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Corollary 4.4. There exist constants c´µν , c
`
µν and C
´
µν , C
`
µν depending only on the initial
data and the universal constants such that all the entries of the Jacobian J and its inverse
J´1 are uniformly bounded
c´µν ď Jµν ď c
`
µν
C´µν ď J
´1
µν ď C
`
µν
for µ, ν “ 0, 1, 2.
Proof. The proof follows from Proposition 3.2 and Lemma 4.2. 
Corollary 4.5. For the scalar functions r, R, there exist constants c1, c2 such that the
following pointwise estimates hold
r ě c1R, r ď c2R.
Proof. By the L8 estimate for the Jacobian and its inverse we have done in Corollary
4.4, we can obviously get the following estimates,
(4.8) |BRr| “ |Bvr ´ Bur| “
1
2
|eF´β ` eG´β| ď c1,
(4.9) |BrR| “
1
2
|Brv ´ Bru| “
1
2
|e´G`β ` e´F`β| ď c2,
The proof then follows by applying the fundamental theorem of calculus. 
With the use of Corollary 4.4, we can now construct a global null coordinate system,
and we will consider our problem under this coordinate.
4.3. The Einstein equations in null coordinates. In null coordinates, the compo-
nents of the Einstein tensor take the following form
G00 “ ´e
2λr´1Bupe
´2λBurq,
G01 “ r
´1BuBvr,
G11 “ ´e
2λr´1Bvpe
´2λBvrq,
G22 “ ´4r
2e´2λBuBvλ.
Other components are zero.
Thus, rewritting the Einstein-wave-Klein-Gordon system (2.10)-(2.15) in null coordi-
nates, we can get
(4.10) Bupe
´2λBurq “ ´e
´2λrp2γu
2 ` φu
2q
(4.11) ruv “
m2
4
re2λ´2γφ2
(4.12) Bvpe
´2λBvrq “ ´e
´2λrp2γv
2 ` φv
2q
(4.13) λuv “ ´γuγv ´
1
2
φuφv `
m2
8
e2λ´2γφ2
(4.14) BuprBvγq ` BvprBuγq “
m2
4
re2λ´2γφ2
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(4.15) BuprBvφq ` BvprBuφq “ ´
m2
2
re2λ´2γφ
with stress-energy tensor,
T00 “ 2γu
2 ` φu
2,
T01 “
m2
4
e2λ´2γφ2,
T11 “ 2γv
2 ` φv
2,
T22 “ 4r
2e´2λγuγv ` 2r
2e´2λφuφv ´ r
2e´2γ
m2
2
φ2.
We can also rewrite the system in pT,Rq coordinates which reads
(4.16)
rT
r
λT `
rR
r
λR ´
rRR
r
“ γT
2 ` γR
2 `
1
2
φT
2 `
1
2
φR
2 ` e2λ´2γ
m2
2
φ2
(4.17) ´
rTR
r
`
rT
r
λR `
rR
r
λT “ 2γTγR ` φTφR
(4.18)
rT
r
λT `
rR
r
λR ´
rTT
r
“ γT
2 ` γR
2 `
1
2
φT
2 `
1
2
φR
2 ´ e2λ´2γ
m2
2
φ2
(4.19) e´2λλRR´e
´2λλTT “ ´e
´2γm
2
2
φ2`e´2λγT
2´e´2λγR
2`
1
2
e´2λφT
2´
1
2
e´2λφR
2
lgγ “ ´e
´2λγTT ` e
´2λγRR ´ e
´2λ rT
r
γT ` e
´2λ rR
r
γR(4.20)
“ ´e´2γ
m2
2
φ2
lgφ “ ´e
´2λφTT ` e
´2λφRR ´ e
´2λ rT
r
φT ` e
´2λ rR
r
φR(4.21)
“ e´2γm2φ
with the stress-energy tensor Tµν ,
T00 “ γT
2 ` γR
2 `
1
2
φT
2 `
1
2
φR
2 ` e2λ´2γ
m2
2
φ2 “ e2λe˜,
T01 “ 2γTγR ` φTφR,
T11 “ γT
2 ` γR
2 `
1
2
φT
2 `
1
2
φR
2 ´ e2λ´2γ
m2
2
φ2,
T22 “ r
2e´2λγT
2 ´ r2e´2λγR
2 `
r2
2
e´2λφT
2 ´
r2
2
e´2λφR
2 ´ r2e´2γ
m2
2
φ2.
Let U “ pγ, φq, rewrite equations p4.20qp4.21q in the following form on the Minkowski
spacetimes pR1`2,mq,
lmU “ ´UTT ` URR `
1
R
UR(4.22)
“ e2λF pUqφ2 ` e2λGpUqφ `
rT
r
UT ´
ˆ
rR
r
´
1
R
˙
UR
fi h.
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4.4. Estimates on Energy Flux. In view of the L8 estimates of the Jacobian and the
monotonicity of the energy , we give the following estimates on energy fluxes,
Proposition 4.6. For 0 ď T0 ď T1, consider the following space-time region
tT0 ď T ď T1u Ă Q,
where Q denotes the maximal development. There holds the following estimatesż min pv,2T1´vq
2T0´v
´
pBuγq
2 ` pBuφq
2 `m2e´2γφ2
¯
pu1, vqrdu1 À Ep0q,
ż T1
max pu,2T0´uq
´
pBvγq
2 ` pBvφq
2 `m2e´2γφ2
¯
pu, v1qrdv1 À Ep0q.
Proof. Noting that the vector field PT is divergence free, using Stokes’ theorem, we can
get ˇˇˇ
ˇˇż min pv,2T1´vq
2T0´v
ż 2pi
θ“0
e´Fpe´mqµ¯v
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ ď Ep0q
and ˇˇˇ
ˇˇż T1
max pu,2T0´uq
ż 2pi
θ“0
e´Gpe`mqµ¯u
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ ď Ep0q.
where we use the notations and computations given in Section 4.2. In view of the defini-
tion of µ¯v and µ¯u, and the rotation invariance, we deduceż min pv,2T1´vq
2T0´v
e´Fpe´mqre2λdu À Ep0q
and ż T1
max pu,2T0´uq
e´Gpe`mqre2λdv À Ep0q.
Then, by the definition of e and m and (4.3) (4.6), we obtainż min pv,2T1´vq
2T0´v
eG
´
e´2GpBuγq
2
` e´2GpBuφq
2
`m2e´2γφ2
¯
rdu À Ep0q
and ż T1
max pu,2T0´uq
eF
´
e´2F pBvγq
2
` e´2FpBvφq
2
`m2e´2γφ2
¯
rdv À Ep0q.
Therefore, using Lemma 4.2, we finally obtain the estimates on fluxes,ż min pv,2T1´vq
2T0´v
´
pBuγq
2
` pBvφq
2
`m2e´2γφ2
¯
rdu À Ep0q
and ż T1
max pu,2T0´uq
´
pBvγq
2
` pBvφq
2
`m2e´2γφ2
¯
rdv À Ep0q.

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4.5. Lower bound of γ. In this part, we aim to show that γ has a lower bound under the
given initial conditions. We may achieve this by some translation. An easy observation
tells that the 4-tuple pλ` 1, r, γ ` 1, φq also satisfy (4.16)-(4.21). Then, we define
λ˜ “ λ` 1, γ˜ “ γ ` 1.
Now we will prove that γ˜ is nonnegative by a bootstrap argument. Firstly, we make a
bootstrap assumption
(4.23) r
1
2 γ˜ ě 0.
The goal will be to improve this bootstrap assumption.
Proposition 4.7. Under the given initial conditions (1.6) and the bootstrap assumption
(4.23), for any T ą 0, R ą 0, there holds
r
1
2 γ˜ ą 0.
Proof. Multiplying (4.20) by r
1
2 , we can verify that
pr
1
2 γ˜qTT ´ pr
1
2 γ˜qRR “ e
2λ˜´2γ˜m
2
2
r
1
2φ2 ´ r´
3
2 pru ¨ rvqγ˜
In view of the normalisation on the initial surface in 4.2, we see that r
1
2 γ˜ is the solution
of the above 1-dimensional wave equation with initial-boundary conditions#
T “ 0 : r
1
2 γ˜ “ R
1
2 pγ0 ` 1q, pr
1
2 γ˜qT “ R
1
2 eβ´αγ1,
R “ 0 : r
1
2 γ˜ “ 0.
where γ0, γ1 are the initial data of γ and γt.
Then, when R ě T , we have
pr
1
2 γ˜qpT,Rq “
1
2
pR ` T q
1
2 pγ0pR` T q ` 1q `
1
2
pR´ T q
1
2 pγ0pR ´ T q ` 1q
`
1
2
ż R`T
R´T
ξ
1
2 eβ´αp0, ξqγ1pξqdξ `
1
2
ż T
0
ż R`pT´τq
R´pT´τq
e2λ˜´2γ˜
m2
2
r
1
2φ2dξdτ
´
1
2
ż T
0
ż R`pT´τq
R´pT´τq
r´
3
2 pru ¨ rvqγ˜dξdτ,
and when R ă T , we have
pr
1
2 γ˜qpT,Rq “
1
2
pR` T q
1
2 pγ0pR` T q ` 1q ´
1
2
pT ´Rq
1
2 pγ0pT ´Rq ` 1q
`
1
2
ż T`R
T´R
ξ
1
2 eβ´αp0, ξqγ1pξqdξ `
1
2
ż T
0
ż R`pT´τq
|R´pT´τq|
e2λ˜´2γ˜
m2
2
r
1
2φ2dξdτ
´
1
2
ż T
0
ż R`pT´τq
|R´pT´τq|
r´
3
2 pru ¨ rvqγ˜dξdτ.
Firstly, we consider the lower bound of the case R ě T . By Proposition 3.2, the initial
conditions (1.6), the bootstrap assumption (4.23), the calculation of the Jacobian, and
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the equalities above, we have
r
1
2 γ˜ ě
1
2
pR ` T q
1
2 pγ0pR` T q ` 1q `
1
2
pR´ T q
1
2 pγ0pR ´ T q ` 1q
`
1
2
ż R`T
R´T
ξ
1
2 eβ´αp0, ξqγ1pξqdξ `
1
2
ż T
0
ż R`pT´τq
R´pT´τq
e2λ˜´2γ˜
m2
2
r
1
2φ2dξdτ
ě
1
2
pR ` T q
1
2 pγ0pR` T q ` 1q `
1
2
pR´ T q
1
2 pγ0pR ´ T q ` 1q
ą 0
Then, for the case R ă T , we can estimate similarly,
r
1
2 γ˜ ě
1
2
pR` T q
1
2 pγ0pR ` T q ` 1q ´
1
2
pT ´Rq
1
2 pγ0pT ´Rq ` 1q
Noting that by (1.6), on the initial surface, we have
Brpr
1
2 pγ ` 1qq “ r
1
2 γr `
1
2
r´
1
2 pγ ` 1q
ě r
1
2 γr `
1
2
r´
1
2
ą 0,
if r ą 0. Therefore,
r
1
2 γ˜ ą 0.
when R ă T .
Thus, we have shown that
r
1
2 γ˜ ą 0.
This finishes the proof of the proposition. 
The above proposition close the bootstrap argument and yields the nonnegativity of
γ˜, which shows that γ has a lower bound γ ě ´1.
4.6. Existence of null coordinates in a light cone. Now we consider a cone J´pOq
with O a point on the axis. As is done before, we can similarly construct a null coordinate
system in J´pOq with different initial boundary conditions,
(4.24)
#
t “ 0 : u˜ “ ´v˜
r “ 0 : u˜ “ t, v˜ “ t
The process of constructing such a coordinate system is just similar to what we have
done in 4.1 and 4.2, and obviously the equations take the same form in this coordinate
as in 4.3. The estimates we did before in section 4 still hold in the new null coordinate
system.
This coordinate will be used only in the second part of our work of proving the global
existence of the Einstein-wave-Klein-Gordon system. For simplicity, we still denote pu˜, v˜q
by pu, vq. Here, we give two more properties.
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Corollary 4.8. There exist constants c1, c2, c3, c4 such that
r ě c1R, t ě c3T,
r ď c2R, t ď c4T
hold in J´pOq.
Proof. Similar to Corollary 4.5, using (4.8)(4.9), we can obtain
c1R ď r ď c2R.
Moreover, by the L8 Estimate for the Jacobian, we have
(4.25) |BT t| “ |Bvt` But| “
1
2
|eF´α ` eG´α| ď c13,
(4.26) |BRt| “ |Bvt´ But| “
1
2
|eF´α ´ eG´α| ď c14,
(4.27) |BtT | “
1
2
|Btv ` Btu| “
1
2
|e´F`α ` e´G`α| ď c5,
(4.28) |BrT | “
1
2
|Brv ` Bru| “
1
2
|e´F`β ´ e´G`β | ď c6.
Noting that in J´pOq there holds R ď T , and r À t owing to the fact that α and β
are bounded, then, as in Corollary 4.5, the proof follows by applying the fundamental
theorem of calculus in the region J´pOq. 
To work in the new coordinate system later, we need an energy estimate in pT,Rq
coordinates. We can similarly define energy in pT,Rq coordinates,
E˜OpT q :“
ż
Σ˜TXJ´pOq
e˜µ¯q˜
where pΣ˜T , q˜q denotes the Cauchy surface. Then, we have
Proposition 4.9. For 0 ď T0 ď TO, we have that in J
´pOq, the following estimates
hold
E˜OpT0q À Ep0q.
Proof. Firstly, the proposition holds at the initial time. Then, for T0 ą 0, we will use
Stokes’ theorem for PT on the region
K˜pT0, sq :“ tT0 ď T, t ď su X J
´pOq.
Using Stokes’ theorem and the estimates on energy flux, we can get
(4.29) ´
ż
Σ˜T0XJ
´pOq
xPT ,nyµ¯q˜ À ε
with n the unit normal vector,
n “ ´e´λBT “ ´e
´λpBu ` Bvq
Then, by Lemma 4.1, we have
n “ ´
pe´λ`F´α ` e´λ`G´αq
2
Bt ´
pe´λ`F´β ´ e´λ`G´βq
2
Br.
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Therefore,
´xPT ,ny “
e´λ`F
2
pe`mq `
e´λ`G
2
pe´mq.
In view of the definition of e and m and (4.3) (4.6), the L8 Estimate for the Jacobian,
Corollary 4.8, we imply
´xPT ,ny “
e´λ`F
2
pe´2FpBvγq
2 ` e´2F pBvφq
2 `m2e´2γφ2q
`
e´λ`G
2
pe´2GpBuγq
2
` e´2GpBuφq
2
`m2e´2γφ2q
ě CppBvγq
2 ` pBvφq
2 ` pBuγq
2 ` pBuφq
2 `m2e´2γφ2q
ě Ce˜.
Thus, by (4.29), we have
E˜OpT0q À ε.
which concludes the proof of the proposition. 
5. The first singularity occurs on the axis
In this section, we prove that the first possible singularity must occur on the axis. This
is equivalent to show that the Cauchy problem admits a regular solution away from the
axis.
Proposition 5.1. For any pu¯, v¯q away from the axis, the solution of the system (4.16)-
(4.21) is regular at pu¯, v¯q.
Proof. Away from the axis, the equations become a 1 ` 1 dimensional system. Now we
denote the maximal development by Q, without loss of generality, we consider pu¯, v¯q P
Q¯zQ. For pu¯, v¯q P Q¯zQ, there exists a small light cone Cpu¯,v¯q away from the axis with
vertex at pu¯, v¯q satisfying
T0 ď T ď T1, 0 ă R0 ď R ď R1, @pT,Rq P Cpu¯,v¯q,
and
T1 ´ T0 ăă 1, R1 ´R0 ăă 1.
and
pCpu¯,v¯qztpu¯, v¯quq Ă Q.
We denote the small scale of the light cone by e.
Now, by estimates on energy flux, we have
|Upu¯, v¯q| ď |Up´v¯, v¯q| `
ż u¯
´v¯
|Uu|du
À C0 ` p
ż u¯
´v¯
|Uu|
2
duq
1
2
À C0 ` p
ż u¯
´v¯
|Uu|
2
Rduq
1
2
ď Cpu¯, v¯q.
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Then,we rewrite the Einstein equations (4.14) and (4.15),
(5.1) γuv “ ´
ru
2r
γv ´
rv
2r
γu `
m2
8
e2λ´2γφ2,
(5.2) φuv “ ´
ru
2r
φv ´
rv
2r
φu ´
m2
4
e2λ´2γφ.
Let
X “ sup
Cpu¯,v¯q
|Uv|.
Integrating (5.1) from u0 to u, where pu0, vq on the initial hypersurface of Cpu¯,v¯q and
pu, vq P Cpu¯,v¯q, we obtain
|γv| ď M `X
ż u
u0
|
ru
2r
|du`
ż u
u0
|
rv
2r
γu|du`
ż u
u0
m2
8
e2λ´2γφ2du
À M `X
ż u
u0
du `
ż u
u0
|γu|du` ε
À M ` eX `
ˆż u
u0
|γu|
2
rdu
˙ 1
2
À M ` eX.
Then we integrate (5.2) from u0 to u, noting that γ has a lower bound, we obtain
|φv| ď M `X
ż u
u0
|
ru
2r
|du`
ż u
u0
|
rv
2r
φu|du`
ż u
u0
m2
4
e2λ´2γφdu
À M `X
ż u
u0
du`
ż u
u0
|φu| ` |e
´2γφ|du
À M ` eX `
ˆż u
u0
p|φu|
2 ` e´2γφ2qrdu
˙ 1
2
À M ` eX ` Ep0q
À M ` eX.
Thus,
X ÀM ` eX
which implies
X ÀM.
We can similarly get upper bounds for BuU . Therefore,
|BU | ÀM.
Now we integrate (4.13) along the ingoing light ray, we get
|λv| À M `
ż u
u0
|γu||γv|du `
ż u
u0
|φu||φv|du`
ż u
u0
m2
8
e2λ´2γφ2du
À M `M
ˆż u
u0
p|γu|
2
` |φu|
2
qrdu
˙ 1
2
` Ep0q
À M.
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The same estimate holds for Buλ. Then,
|Bλ| ÀM.
Thus, it must hold that pu¯, v¯q P Q. This finished the proof of Proposition 5.1. 
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